**UDW+ Student Academic Management Dashboard**

**Purpose:**
Provides an overview of school’s registration activity for Term Activated students, as well as more detailed data for students, study away, class meeting pattern, and course detail.

Student fact data (things you can measure such as registrations, units, headcount) are updated nightly in UDW+. Student dimension data (descriptive data such as names, appointments, majors, degrees) are updated weekly during the Friday night load. If a fact is updated or added for a given student, all data updates are applied, including the dimensional data. But if only the dimensional data is added or changed, then the update will not appear in UDW+ until the weekly update.

**Historical Data:**
Currently, UDW+ retrieves Student Data for the last 5 academic years. If you would like data prior to that, you can create an ad hoc query using the “Term Registration History” or “Class Enrollment History” subject areas. The data in these historical subject areas dates back to 1995.

**Training and Access:**
Please visit UDW+ Student Reporting Training and Access.

**Additional Resources:**
UDW+ Training Resources

**Contact:**
For questions about UDW+, contact Decision Support Group at 212-998-2900 or askds@nyu.edu.